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Moist processes during MJO events as diagnosed from water isotopic
measurements from the IASI satellite

Abstract

This study aims to investigate some characteristics of the moist processes of the Madden-Julian oscillation
(MJO), by making use of joint HDO (or δD) and H2O vapor measurements. The MJO is the main
intraseasonal mode of the tropical climate but is hard to properly simulate in global atmospheric models. The
joint use of δD-H2O diagnostics yields additional information compared to sole humidity measurements. We
use midtropospheric Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) satellite δD and H2O
measurements to determine the mean MJO humidity and δD evolution. Moreover, by making use of high
temporal resolution data, we determine the variability in this evolution during about eight MJO events from
2010 to 2012 (including those monitored during the DYNAMO (the Dynamics of the MJO), CINDY
(Cooperative Indian Ocean Experiment in Y2011) campaign). These data have a higher spatiotemporal
coverage than previous δD measurements, enabling the sampling of individual MJO events. IASI
measurements over the Indian Ocean confirm earlier findings that the moistening before the precipitation
peak of an MJO event is due to water vapor slightly enriched in HDO. There is then a HDO depletion around
the precipitation peak that also corresponds to the moister environment. Most interevent variability
determined in the current study occurs 5 to 10 days after the MJO event. In 75% of the events, humidity
decreases while the atmosphere remains depleted. In a quarter of the events, humidity increases
simultaneously with an increase in δD. After this, the advection of relatively dry and enriched air brings back
the state to the mean. Over the maritime continent, δD-H2O cycles are more variable on time scales shorter
than the MJO and the interevent variability is larger than over the Indian Ocean. The sequence of moistening
and drying processes as revealed by the q-δD cycles can be used as a benchmark to evaluate the representation
of moist processes in models. This is done here by comparing observations to simulations of the isotope
enabled LMDZ (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Zoom) global climate model nudged with
reanalysis wind fields. These simulations also give information to investigate possible physical origins of the
observed q-δD cycles.
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Abstract This study aims to investigate some characteristics of the moist processes of the Madden-Julian

oscillation (MJO), by making use of joint HDO (or �D) and H2O vapor measurements. The MJO is the

main intraseasonal mode of the tropical climate but is hard to properly simulate in global atmospheric

models. The joint use of �D-H2O diagnostics yields additional information compared to sole humidity

measurements. We use midtropospheric Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) satellite

�D and H2O measurements to determine the mean MJO humidity and �D evolution. Moreover, by

making use of high temporal resolution data, we determine the variability in this evolution during

about eight MJO events from 2010 to 2012 (including those monitored during the DYNAMO

(the Dynamics of the MJO), CINDY (Cooperative Indian Ocean Experiment in Y2011) campaign). These

data have a higher spatiotemporal coverage than previous �D measurements, enabling the sampling of

individual MJO events. IASI measurements over the Indian Ocean confirm earlier findings that the

moistening before the precipitation peak of an MJO event is due to water vapor slightly enriched in

HDO. There is then a HDO depletion around the precipitation peak that also corresponds to the moister

environment. Most interevent variability determined in the current study occurs 5 to 10 days after the MJO

event. In 75% of the events, humidity decreases while the atmosphere remains depleted. In a quarter of the

events, humidity increases simultaneously with an increase in �D. After this, the advection of relatively dry

and enriched air brings back the state to the mean. Over the maritime continent, �D-H2O cycles are more

variable on time scales shorter than the MJO and the interevent variability is larger than over the Indian

Ocean. The sequence of moistening and drying processes as revealed by the q-�D cycles can be used as a

benchmark to evaluate the representation of moist processes in models. This is done here by comparing

observations to simulations of the isotope enabled LMDZ (Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique Zoom)

global climate model nudged with reanalysis wind fields. These simulations also give information to

investigate possible physical origins of the observed q-�D cycles.

1. Introduction

TheMadden-Julian oscillation (MJO) [Maddenand Julian, 1972] is a phenomenon inwhich tropical convective

activity recurs in active and inactive phases with a cycle of between 20 and 90 days. It is an important mode

of variability in the tropics, where it affects precipitation directly, as well as in other areas around the world

where it modifies weather patterns indirectly [Zhang, 2013].

Canonical Northern Hemisphere winter MJO events start as convective anomalies off the eastern coast of

Africa and travel eastward across the IndianOcean, over themaritime continent, and into the Pacific. Although

the convective anomalies decay over cooler sea surfaces, the wind patterns associated with the MJOmay go

around the globe [Matthews, 2000]. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the midtropospheric MJOmoist processes

and typical wind patterns for a composite of MJO events with the peak of convective activity at 90∘E.

Current atmospheric models have trouble representing the MJO variability as observed [Randall, 2013]. The

MJO is an oscillation that involves interaction between the sea surface, evaporation, convective organization,

advection of moisture, and radiation [Woolnough et al., 2007; Zhang, 2005; Randall, 2013; Zhang et al., 2013;

Sobel andMaloney, 2013; Sobel et al., 2014; Yokoi and Sobel, submitted to Journal of theMeteorological Society
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Figure 1. Composite of MJO events (2010–2012) with a peak of convective activity at 90∘E. (a) MJO cloud schematic, with moistening and drying processes

based on Lau and Peng [1987], Flatau et al. [1997], Kiladis and Weickmann [1992], Benedict and Randall [2007], Berkelhammer et al. [2012], and Kurita et al. [2011].

(b) ERA-interim wind fields at 500 hPa (horizontal winds in black, vertical in red).

of Japan, 2015]. It involves the interaction between different processes, such as humidity, shallow convection,

deep convection, large-scale dynamics, high stratiformclouds, and cloud-radiative interaction. The simulation

of the MJO is sensitive to the representation of convection in the model [Hung et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2009,

2012; Thayer-Calder andRandall, 2009;Maloney andHartmann, 2001]. Some studies suggest that atmospheric

models do not simulate theMJOwell because themoisture buildup in the atmosphere is insufficient [Randall,

2013]. Before the very highhumidities that occur in nature during thepeakofMJOevents, precipitationoccurs

in the models, which dries the atmosphere. A better understanding of these convective processes during the

different stages of the MJO can improve the simulation of the MJO in atmospheric models.

This study uses measurements of specific humidity and stable water isotopes (HDO) at 500 hPa to determine

the moist processes during the MJO. A HDO molecule is slightly heavier than a normal water molecule. Con-

sequently, the HDO molecules have a preference to be present in the phase with a lower energy state. So,

as a result of evaporation and condensation, the ratio of heavier molecules to normal water molecules will

be higher in the liquid phase than in the gas phase. Due to this fractionation, measurements of stable water

isotopes can be used to study moist processes. For example, in two air masses with the same humidity and

different precipitation rates, the airmasswith the lower precipitation rate is expected to have a higher reevap-

oration of falling droplets. This reevaporation leads to lower HDO concentrations compared to the air mass

with the higher-precipitation rate.

We use the � notation to describe the (relative) concentration of HDO. �D is a measure of the relative

abundance of HDO

�D = 1000

(

R

RVSMOW

− 1

)

(1)

in which R is the ratio of HDO to normal water (H2O) and RVSMOW is the reference value (Vienna Standard

MeanOceanWater) for this ratio (155.76ppm). �D ranges from−1000‰(strongdepletion, noHDOmolecules
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present), 0‰ (same ratio of heavier to normal isotope as standard seawater) to∞ (theoretically, only heavier

molecule present). Typical values for the tropical midtroposphere are −300 to −150‰.

The measurements of q and �D are jointly analyzed here, as these measurements are correlated. Therefore,

it is the change in �D relative to a change in q that provides process information on air mass processes and

origin [Noone, 2012], potentially distinguishing between Rayleigh distillation, surface mixing, reevaporation,

and advection [Noone, 2012;Worden et al., 2006; Galewsky and Hurley, 2010].

Berkelhammer et al. [2012] used stable water isotopes from the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES)

satellite [Worden et al., 2012] to determine the moisture sources during the MJO. By analyzing a composite

of MJO events, they determined evaporative moisture to be the dominant moisture source during the early

onset of the MJO. During subsequent convective development, this signal was less prevalent, but it emerged

again during the peak of the MJO event. As the temporal coverage of their data was more limited than in the

current study, Berkelhammer et al. [2012] could only analyze a composite ofMJO events and found a dominant

“anticlockwise” q-�D cycle, in which moistening was followed by enrichment, drying, and, finally, depletion

(see section 2.5).

This paper shows how stable water isotopes can be used as process diagnostics for climate models. First,

it presents the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI) q-�D data set for the MJO domain and

compares the IASI data to several alternative data setswith different spatiotemporal sampling or instrumental

sensitivity. The IASI data set has a higher temporal coverage thanprevious isotopic data sets used to assess the

MJO moisture sources. Due to its sampling characteristics (a measurement almost everywhere twice daily),

IASI can be used to determine the q-�D signal of individual MJO events, whereas previous studies could only

make composites over several MJO events. However, only cloud-free measurements can be exploited for �D.

The IASI instrument sensitivity is maximal at 500 hPa, whereas most moisture variability occurs lower in the

troposphere.

Second, the compositemean IASI q-�DMJOphasing is determined, and these vary significantly in space. Over

the Indian Ocean, the q-�D phasing is significantly different than over the maritime continent. Moreover, the

spatial variability in theMJO signal are compared to the variability between theMJOevents at a given location.

Over the Indian Ocean, there is little variability among the different MJO events. However, over the maritime

continent, the variability in q-�D phasing between the MJO events is large.

Third, a physical interpretation of the MJO q-�D phasing is made based on an isotope-enabled atmospheric

model. The relative importance of the condensation and mixing processes and the advection of moisture is

determined during all phases of the MJO cycle. Comparison of model and observations suggests that the

main source of variability between events over the Indian Ocean lies in the relative fraction of convection and

large-scale condensation. Over the maritime continent, the variability between the events is probably due to

the importance of synoptic events and the interaction with the land masses.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes and compares the data sets andmodels used. Section 3

describes the mean MJO cycles, its spatial and interevent variability, and the proposed physical explanation

for these observations. Sections 4 and 5 present the discussion and conclusions.

2. Methods
2.1. Identification of MJO Events

MJO events are determined using the NOAA outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) time series [Liebmann and

Smith, 1996]. The variability with frequencies larger than 90 days and smaller than 30 days is filtered to get the

MJO time series (as in Berkelhammer et al. [2012]). The center of an event is diagnosed when there is a local

filtered OLR minimum with a value smaller than the 10th percentile in this filtered OLR time series of a given

large region. Sensitivity tests showed that the number of events and dates of the OLR minimum are not very

sensitive to this percentile value. This procedure may have spuriously identified some events as MJO events,

while in reality they were caused by other tropical waves. Although a lot of time has been spent to quality

control the process by inspecting theOLR time series, the anomalous q-�Dphasing of somediagnosed events

could be due to an incorrect diagnosis of MJO events.

The precipitation maximum is detected using Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM) data [Huffman

et al., 2007] in a large interval of 20 days centered on the date of the OLR minimum.

TUINENBURG ET AL. STABLE WATER ISOTOPES DURING MJO 10,621
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2.2. IASI Data Set

This study mainly uses �D estimates derived from IASI measurements. The IASI instrument flying on board

MetOp satellites from European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT)

measures thermal infrared radiation emitted by the Earth with overpasses twice daily at around 9.30 A.M. and

9.30 P.M. local solar time [Clerbaux et al., 2009]. The data used in this study originate from the first satellite (of

three) put in orbit during the IASI mission. It has been retrieved in the Indian Ocean and maritime continent

(65–155∘E, 15∘S–10∘N).

Retrieving concentration profiles of atmospheric constituents from infrared measurements constitutes an

inverse problem and necessitates an inversion procedure to be performed. Solutions of the inversion contain

a certain part of a priori information. The quantity of that information depends on the regularization pro-

cedure and can differ from one inversion scheme to another. Here we used two different retrieval products

developed, respectively, at Université Libre de Bruxelles (ULB) and at Karlsruhe Institute for Technology (KIT).

These two different products and the recent efforts to characterize them are briefly presented here.

2.2.1. IASI ULB Retrieval

At ULB, the retrieval procedure used a relatively short range of IASI spectra, only the first 10 km of the

atmosphere is adjustedduring the retrieval, temperatureprofiles fromEUMETSATareused, andcloudcontam-

inated spectra are avoided [Lacour et al., 2012]. The profiles have been recently cross validated against TES �D

profiles and three ground-based Fourier transform infrareds (FTIRs, data generated in the context of themulti-

platform remote sensing of isotopologues for investigating the cycle of atmospheric water (MUSICA) project)

with an error of about 38‰ in the free troposphere on a single measurement basis [Lacour et al., 2015]. ULB

retrieval products have been used to assess q-�D phasing over the whole period of this study (March 2010 to

March 2012).

2.2.2. IASI KIT Retrieval

The IASI KIT (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology) water vapor isotopologue retrieval has been developed in the

framework of the project MUSICA (multiplatform remote sensing of isotopologues for investigating the cycle

of atmosphericwater, http://www.imk-asf.kit.edu/english/musica.php),which integrates space-based remote

sensing, ground-based remote sensing, and well calibrated in situ experiments.

The KIT retrieval uses a broad spectral window (1190–1400 cm−1), a fine gridded atmospheric model, and

works as a simultaneous optimal estimation of H2O and �D as well as of the interfering gases (CH4, N2O, CO2,

and HNO3) and temperature [Schneider andHase, 2011]. The isotopologue products have been validatedwith

respect to the MUSICA ground-based FTIR remote sensing data (using spectra measured with the Network

for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change) and to the well-calibrated MUSICA in situ reference

data (aircraft based and continuous surface based) [Schneider et al., 2015; Dyroff et al., 2015]. The MUSICA

in situ aircraft reference data (0–7 km) allow a first adequate bias correction, or calibration, of the retrieval

results [Schneider et al., 2015;Dyroffet al., 2015]. The overall uncertainty for an individual observation has been

estimated to about 10% and 35‰ for q and for �D, respectively, [Wiegele et al., 2014].

During MUSICA, a retrieval postprocessing has been developed [Schneider et al., 2012]. It assures that the

provided q and �Dproducts represent almost the samewatermass, i.e., it is the q-�Dpair that is optimally esti-

mated (it is not an individual optimal estimation of q and �D). This strongly facilitates a correct interpretation

of the q-�D plots.

2.2.3. Uncertainties Related to IASI Data

The majority of this work is based on satellite data. For the IASI satellite and the retrieval algorithms used,

the instrument sensitivity is maximal at 500 hPa, and the estimated total measurement error is about 38‰

[Lacour et al., 2012] permeasurement at 500hPa. This is about the samemagnitudeof the typical �Dvariability

over the Indian Ocean. If the measurements are assumed to be independent, a sample mean based upon n

measurements has an error of 38‰/
√

(n). Typically, there are 60 samples per day per LMDZ (see section 2.4)

grid cell. This decreases the �D error per grid cell to about 4‰ (it is about 6‰ during the MJO peak, when

the sampling is lower due to cloud cover). As almost all MJO events over the Indian Ocean have similar q-�D

phasing, this phasing seems robust. Over themaritime continent, theMJO �D signal is smaller. Moreover, over

the maritime continent, the �D variability across events is larger than the measurement error, while the �D

variability across events is smaller than the measurement error over the Indian Ocean.

Moreover, there are some potential uncertainties associated with the sampling of the IASI satellite. The

retrieval algorithm can only be applied over cloud-free areas. Therefore, themeasurements are representative

TUINENBURG ET AL. STABLE WATER ISOTOPES DURING MJO 10,622
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for the environments around the clouds. This means that the �D variability will be underestimated compared

to in situmeasurements, as these take into account the areas under and in cloudswheremoisture is likely tobe

more depleted due to the condensation and reevaporation processes there. On the other hand, the cloud-free

areas are more likely to be subsiding air, which is more likely to be depleted. Furthermore, the number of IASI

measurements per LMDZ grid cell (3.75×2.5∘) decreases from around 90 during cloud-free, convectively sup-

pressed conditions to 25 during peak of theMJO event, as a larger fraction is covered with clouds. To quantify

the effect of sample number on the �D evolution during the MJO, the correlation between the LMDZ model

and IASI �D, conditional on the number of IASImeasurements per grid cell, was determined. For large number

of measurements (60–90 per LMDZ grid cell), the correlation is about 0.4–0.45; between 20 and 60measure-

ments, the correlation is about 0.35; while for less than 20measurements per grid cell, the correlation sharply

drops off to below 0.2. The minimum of 25 observations during the MJO peak is still above the correlation

drop off, which gives some confidence that the �D phasing is reasonable.

The IASI satellite has two overpasses per day, and this study aggregates measurements from both overpasses

to a daily value. During periods with a lot of convection (the peak of the MJO event), there is more data from

the morning overpasses, as the chance of clouds is higher during the afternoon. We tested the effect of this

preferential morning sampling on the MJO q-�D signals and found similar signals frommorning and evening

overpasses. The morning overpasses over the Indian ocean are on average about 0.04 g/kg drier, and �D is

2‰more depleted than the evening overpasses. Over the maritime continent, the morning overpasses are

0.06 g/kg moister and 4.5‰more enriched than the evening overpasses. These differences are a lot smaller

than the typical MJO variability for q and �D.

2.3. Additional Isotopic Data

We use several alternative q-�D data sets to compare with IASI:

1. The q-�D product (at 600 hPa) from the TES instrument [Worden et al., 2012] provides �D retrieved profiles

with up to two levels of information in the vertical (Version 5) but with lower spatiotemporal sampling

than IASI.

2. The daily-average Total Carbon Column Observing Network (TCCON) data (version GGG2009) collected at

the ARM site [Deutscher et al., 2010] in Darwin, Australia, measures q and �D vertically integrated columns,

and we calculate the column integrated �D, which is mainly sensitive to the variations of �D in the lower

troposphere. A discussion of such �D product is given in Rokotyan et al. [2014]

3. The ship-based data measured during the CINDY-DYNAMO observation campaign [October 2011 to March

2012, Zhang, 2013] has a high temporal frequency (once every 30 min) and high precision but is surface

based and is only representative of the location of the ship.

2.4. LMDZ Simulations

The q-�D signals of MJO events in this study are compared to the isotope enabled LMDZ general circula-

tion model [Risi et al., 2010] at its standard resolution (of 3.75×2.5∘, with 39 vertical levels), nudged with

ERA-interim reanalysis [Dee et al., 2011] horizontal wind and forced with observed monthly sea surface tem-

peratures. We use this nudged version to make the dynamics as close to reality as possible. Therefore, we

can reliably assess the different processes during the MJO given a large-scale circulation that is as realistic

as possible.

Biases in the LMDZphysicsmay limit its ability to reproduce the observedMJO cycle despite being nudged by

reanalysiswinds. Further, biases in the reanalysis forecastmodel could also lead tobiases in thenudged LMDZ.

From the LMDZ model, the q and �D states are used at daily resolution. In the LMDZ model, the moisture

balance (the �D balance is similar) is a sum of several processes, which are calculated independently

dq

dt
=

dq

dt advection
+

dq

dt lsce
+

dq

dt con
+

dq

dt bl
(2)

In this balance, the right-hand side gives the contributions of individual processes (hereafter tendencies)

to the total moisture budget. The advection term represents the moisture convergence into the grid cell,

the large-scale condensation and evaporation (lsce) are the condensation and evaporation that occur when

the humidity in the grid box reaches some threshold and represents mostly stratiform cloud processes, the

convection term (con) is due to the parametrization of convection at scales smaller than the grid cell, the

boundary layer humidity term (bl) is due to surface evaporation, turbulentmixing, and the effect of organized
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Figure 2. Examples of classification of MJO q-�D cycles into clockwise, anticlockwise, anticorrelated, and correlated

cycles. All examples have the same initial q-�d value but different MJO progression. The dominant physical processes as

determined by Noone [2012] are also shown.

convective structures within the boundary layer [Rio et al., 2009]. The large-scale condensation and evapora-

tion can alsobe activatedwhen large-scale ascent occurs in thegrid point, giving a sort of resolved convection

(or “grid point storm”).

2.5. Determination of Cycles

The q-�D data from the diagnosed MJO events are jointly analyzed and classified as either “clockwise,” anti-

clockwise, “correlated,” or anticorrelated, named after the temporal phasing in q-�D plots; examples of these

cycles are shown in Figure 2. For this classification, both q and �D time series from 20 days prior to the OLR

minimum to 20 days after the OLR minimum are taken as time series for the event. The mean is subtracted

from these time series, after which a sinusoid (with period of 40 days) is fitted to each one separately. The

classification is based on the phase difference between the fit to the q time series and the �D time series. An

MJO event is classified correlated if the fits are in phase (phase difference < 5 days), anticorrelated if they are

in opposite phase (phase difference 15–25 days), clockwise if the q fit lags a quarter phase (5–15 days), and

anticlockwise if the q fit leads the �D fit a quarter phase (5–15 days). If the amplitude of the fit is smaller than

0.1 g/kg(q), or 5‰ (�D), an event is classified as having no variability in that variable. Events are also classified

as having no variability if the mean absolute error of the fit is larger than the amplitude.

The processes affecting different MJO q-�D cycles can be determined using theoretical methods, such as by

Noone [2012]. The mixing, condensation, and remoistening curves of Noone [2012] are shown in Figure 2. A

clockwise cycle begins with dominant surface evaporation and Rayleigh distillation (in which isotopes are

removed in thermodynamic and isotopic equilibrium), after which sub-Rayleigh processes (with depletion

below the Rayleigh curve) [Noone, 2012] such as remoistening deplete the air of HDO, while humidity is high.

After the OLRminimum, the air stays depleted while drying, due to strong condensation, finally the air mixes

with advected, more enriched air and returns to the initial state. In an anticlockwise cycle, whichwas found to

be the dominant MJO q-�D cycle by Berkelhammer et al. [2012], the strong depletion by condensation occurs

before theOLRminimum. After theOLRminimum, themoisture enriches rapidly (for example, bymixingwith

surface air), while remaining relativelymoist. In an anticorrelated cycle,moistening anddepletionoccur simul-

taneously before the OLR minimum, possibly due to co-occurrence of the previously mentioned processes.

After the OLR minimum, enrichment and drying occur simultaneously, probably due to mixing with environ-

mental air. For a correlated cycle, which is rare in the IASI data, a physical assessment is harder to make from

the theoretical framework, as thedominantprocesses (surfacemixing, Rayleighdistillation, and remoistening)

depend in the initial state.

In addition to this physical interpretation based on Noone [2012], section 3.5 interprets the observed MJO

q-�D cycles using the LMDZ global climate model (GCM) physics.
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Figure 3. Composite of MJO events (2010–2012) with a peak of convective activity at 90∘E; IASI ULB q and �D anomaly at 500 hPa. The inset shows the q-�D

anomaly corresponding to the shading.

3. Results

This section presents the results of the current study in four parts. First, the available stable water isotope

data sets are compared. Second, the compositemean IASI MJO q-�D phasing is described over all MJO events

betweenMarch 2010 andMarch 2012, as well as its spatial variability. Third, the variability in the q-�Dphasing

between the events is determined. Finally, the LMDZ model is used to suggest which processes cause the

typical q-�D phasing.

3.1. Composite q-�D Phasing Observed by IASI

Figure 3 shows the IASI ULB spatial q-�D anomalies when the MJO convective peak is at 90∘E. The eastern

part of the domain (around 130∘E) is drier than normal, while the �D anomaly is minimal. At 110∘E, the air is

more humid and more enriched than normal, while at the convective peak (90–100∘E) it is more humid and

more depleted. In the areaswhere the event has just passed (60–80∘E), the air is drier andmore depleted than

normal.

This spatial signal at a given time translates into a temporal signal at a given location. In this paper, we present

q-�D anomalies, as the composite mean q-�D values varies for different MJO events. The type of MJO q-�D

cycle and the tendencies found in LMDZ were independent of these composite mean q-�D values. Figure 4

shows the average q-�D phasing at 80∘E. The IASI q increases from 20 days before the center of the event

and peaks close to the OLR minimum, within the 5 days before the MJO event. After the OLR minimum, the

humidity decreases again until it reaches normal values about 10 days after the peak of the event. The �D

showsadifferent evolution.During the20daysbefore the center of the event, there is only a small enrichment.

However, from just before the OLR minimum, there is a strong depletion, and a minimum in �D is reached

between 5 and 10 days after the peak of the event. When plotted in q-�D space (Figure 2), the mean q-�D

evolution follows a clockwise pathwith four distinct phases, firstmoistening, then depletion, then drying, and

lastly enrichment.

To take into account the lack of vertical sensitivity of satellite measurements in the comparison of IASI/TES �D

and q profiles with LMDZ output, the latter needs to be degraded to the vertical sensitivity of the retrieval.

This is achieved by convolving LMDZ output with the sensitivity matrices (averaging kernel matrices) of the

retrievals. This was done following the method detailed in Risi et al. [2012]. Depending on the strength of

the constraint used in the retrieval, the convolution can lead to significant differences. To test the impact of

the convolution of LMDZ outputs with the averaging kernels, composite of MJO q-�D phasing (over seven

MJO events from 2010 to 2012), starting about 20 days before the OLR minimum and ending about 20 days

thereafter, with andwithout convolution is shown in Figure 4. The IASI data show amore clockwise cycle than

both convolved and nonconvolved LMDZmodel. The effect of the convolution on the LMDZ q-�D phasing is

relatively small. This gives some confidence that the IASI MJO q and �Dphasing observed in this study are not

caused by a smoothing effect.

3.2. Comparison of Data Sets and Processing Methods

For the period October–December 2011, we analyzed the q-�D signal from the two different IASI retrieval

schemes. Figure5 showsa comparisonbetween the IASI data set (using theULBandKIT retrieval schemes) and

surface-based data sets for different periods and locations. Note that the two retrieval schemes are not alike,
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Figure 4. MJO cycles of q-�D anomalies at 500 hPa and 80∘E for IASI ULB (composite mean over 2010–2012) for satellite

data product, LMDZ, and convolved LMDZ. Cycles start 20 days before the MJO event (indicated with a circle symbol)

and end 20 days after the center of the event (indicated with a box symbol). The MJO event is indicated with a star

symbol.

because of differences in vertical sensitivities (smoothing) and in reliance on the prior. Therefore, retrieved �D

and q values can differ in absolute values.

The ship-basedmeasurements showhigher q and �D anomalies than the IASI data sets during theMJO event,

probably because the atmosphere is moister near the surface than in the midtroposphere. Due to the higher

values of q and �D, as well as processes such as downdrafts and cold pools etc., the anomalies will also be

higher at the surface than in the midtroposphere [Yokoi et al., 2014]. Moreover, the IASI measurements are

averages over a large area, which has a lower variability than the point measurement at the ship. It should

also be noted that most of the MJO related convection was north of the equator during the CINDY/DYNAMO

MJO events [Johnson and Ciesielski, 2013]. However, it is interesting to see that the clockwise q-�D phasing in

Figure 5. IASI q-�D measurements around for several MJO events. (left) Two q-�D retrieval algorithms (IASI KIT and IASI

ULB) at 500 hPa compared to ship (surface) measurements taken during the CINDY/DYNAMO campaign. The IASI data

are taken at the location of the ship (at about 80∘E). Note that the time series stops 15 days after the MJO peak, because

the ship was inoperationable at that time. (middle) Mean MJO at 80∘E for IASI ULB (2010–2012) compared to TES

(2006–2012). (right) TES (2006–2012) and IASI ULB (2010–2012) 500 hPa data at 130∘E compared to TCCON total

column data at Darwin, Australia (2004–2010).
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Figure 6. Hovmoller plot for IASI ULB q and �D anomalies at 500 hPa for October–December 2011. The NOAA OLR

minimum and TRMM precipitation maximum are marked black and red. (Missing data due to cloud cover is indicated

in white.)

the ship-based data is similar to the composite meanMJO signal from the IASI data, although this event does

not show the clockwise phasing in the IASI data.

The comparison of the composite MJO event at 80∘E from IASI data (mean over 2010–2012) to a composite

of MJO events observed by TES (2006–2012) shows similar q-�D phasing (Figure 5b), although the IASI q

amplitude is an order of magnitude larger than that observed by TES. At 120∘E, over the maritime continent,

the q-�D phasing is more anticorrelated in both IASI and TES data, which compares well with the TCCON total

columnmeasurements at Darwin, Australia. The amplitudes of the total column data aremuch larger than for

the IASI data, which in turn has a somewhat larger q amplitude than the TES data.

Despite some differences in the q-dD signal in the different observational data sets, we feel sufficient confi-

dence in the IASI retrievals to use the IASI data set to study spatial variability of the MJO, as well as variability

across MJO events in the next sections.

3.3. Regional Differences in Composite MJO Signal

The MJO is a convectively coupled perturbation that moves eastward from the western side of the Indian

Ocean basin into the Pacific, with a speed of about 5 m/s. However, physical processes and interactions may

vary regionally and between MJO events.

During twoMJO events (in October–December 2011) studied during CINDY/DYNAMO, interactions occurred

on multiple scales between atmosphere and ocean, due to strong westerly wind bursts and a developing

tropical cyclone [Moumet al., 2014]. Themoisture sources of the lower troposphere were different for the two

MJOevents, with low-frequency vertical transport drying the firstMJO andmoistening the secondMJO [Tseng

et al., 2015]. The upward transport of this low-level moisture was caused by large-scale uplift and an absence

of advection of midlevel dry air [Hagos et al., 2014].

Figure 6 showsHovmoller (time-longitude) plots for IASI ULB 500hPaq and �Danomalies (averaged from10∘S

to 10∘N) for October–December 2011, during the CINDY/DYNAMO observation period. The CINDY/DYNAMO

period contained two large MJO events, for which the filtered OLRminimum and the precipitationmaximum

are indicated. The specific humidity maximum coincides with the OLR minimum, whereas the �D minimum

occurs about 10 days later. The q anomaly propagates eastward over the Indian Ocean (until 90∘E) undis-

turbed. Farther east (over the maritime continent), the propagation is interrupted and negative humidity

anomalies are present at the moment of the OLR minimum. In contrast, the �D signal propagates eastward

over the maritime continent without interruption.
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Figure 7. (left column) Humidity, (middle column) �D, and (right column) humidity versus �D evolution anomalies for MJO events in the Indian Ocean (80∘E), for

(top row) IASI ULB data and (bottom row) LMDZ GCM. The black curve shows the mean over all events.

FromFigure 6, there appears tobe adifference in temporalMJOq-�Devolutionbetween the IndianOceanand

themaritime continent. Figure 7 shows the q-�D evolution (mean over 10∘S–10∘N) for all the events between

March 2010 andMarch 2012 for the IndianOcean (80∘E) asmeasuredby IASI (top row) and simulatedby LMDZ

(bottom row). Figure 8 shows the same for the maritime continent (120∘E).

Over the IndianOcean, themean q-�Devolution follows a clockwise pathwith four distinct phases; firstmoist-

ening, then depletion, then drying, and lastly enrichment. In contrast, over the maritime continent (Figure 8),

the mean q-�D phasing is different, which is mostly due to a difference in humidity. The humidity peaks later

than over the Indian Ocean, about 5 days after the MJO event. Moreover, the magnitude of the humidity

anomaly is smaller over the maritime continent (about 0.5 g/kg) than over the Indian Ocean (about 1 g/kg).

The evolution of �D anomalies is similar for the two regions, but again the mean anomalies over the Indian

Ocean (about 15‰) are twice as big as over the maritime continent (about 8‰). Plotted in q-�D space, the

mean MJO phasing follows a more anticorrelated pattern over the maritime continent, the atmosphere gets

wetter and more depleted simultaneously, followed by drying and enrichment.

Figure 9 shows the spatial differences in composite mean humidity and �D MJO cycles. For this Figure, the

amplitude and phasing of a mean MJO event was determined for each location by fitting a sinusoidal func-

tion (see section 2.5) through all q-�D observations relative to the MJO peak, defined as the OLR minimum.

The first two panels depict the humiditymaximumwith respect to theMJOpeak and the humidity amplitude,

respectively. Over the Indian Ocean, there is not much spatial variability in the timing of this humidity maxi-

mum,which is just before theMJOpeak. Thehumidity amplitude associatedwith theMJO is about 1 g/kgover

the Indian Ocean. From 100∘E to 120∘E, the amplitude of the humidity anomaly is small (less than 0.3 g/kg).
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Figure 8. As in Figure 7 but for MJO events over the maritime continent (120∘E). Note that the scales are different from those in Figure 7.

Therefore, variability on smaller time scales (like synoptic events) can be relatively more important for the

humidity evolution and thus could explain why location of the maximum has a large spatial variability. East-

ward of 120∘E, the humiditymaximumoccurs a couple of days after theMJO peak, with a humidity amplitude

of about 0.6 g/kg.

Figure 9 (third and fourth panels) depicts the same, only now for the �D evolution. Over the Indian Ocean,

west of 90∘E, the �Dminimumconsistently occurs about 10 days after theMJOpeak, with an amplitude larger

than 10‰. Between 90∘E and 110∘E, the �D amplitude decreases and the �D minimum occurs a somewhat

later, 15 days after the peak of the event (although it is hard to diagnose the minimum, when the amplitude

is small). Farther east over the maritime continent, between 110∘E and 130∘E, the amplitude increases again

to about 10‰, while the minimum �D occurs at a similar moment as over the Indian Ocean, about 10 days

after the peak of the event.

Figure 9 (fifth panel) shows the type of q-�D phasing (as plotted in Figures 7 and 8 (right columns) and

as defined in section 2.5). Over the Indian Ocean, the mean q-�D phasing is either clockwise or correlated.

Over the maritime continent, there are also areas where the mean phasing is anticorrelated, but there is no

dominant mode.

The diagnosis of a mean signal over several MJO events is useful when the events are similar. Over the Indian

Ocean, this is the case (see Figure 7), all events have a humidity peak and �Dminimumat about the same time

with respect to the MJO event peak, except for the April 2011 event, which has a q-�D cycle very unlike the

other events. However, over the maritime continent, the q-�D phasing is different for different MJO events.

The next section will discuss the variability between events.
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Figure 9. Spatial distribution in composite mean MJO q-�D cycles over the MJO domain, as observed by IASI ULB. (first

panel) Differences between the qmaximum and the MJO peak (negative values mean the qmaximum is before the MJO

peak) and (second panel) MJO q amplitude. Similar MJO (third panel) phasing and (fourth panel) amplitude for �D. (fifth

panel) Type of q-�D phasing (clockwise, anticlockwise, correlated, or anticorrelated, see section 2.5).

3.4. Interevent Variability of MJO Signal

The composite IASI ULB MJO q-�D signal presented in section 3.3 shows that MJO events have different q-�D

phasing over the Indian Ocean than over the maritime continent. However, the mean phasing plotted in

Figure 9 (fifth panel) is a function of the mean q and �D phasing. This composite mean may not be a good

measure to represent the dominant q-�D phasing as different phasings cancel out, which could mean that

the mean phasing is not representative of the typical MJO event.

Over the Indian Ocean, most events resemble the mean (Figure 7). Only the events of May 2010 (correlated)

and April 2011 (anticorrelated) have quite different phasing. The humidity evolution of all events is quite sim-

ilar, with a peak in the 5 days before the center of the event and an amplitude between 0.5 and 1.5 g/kg. The

�D evolution has somemore variability between the events, especially for the two anomalous events. Almost

all events have aminimal �D around 5 to 10 days after theMJO event, with an anomaly of around 20‰. In the

10 days before the OLRminimum, there is quite some �D variability between the events. Some events have a

positive anomaly, while other events have a constant �D.
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Figure 10. Longitudinal variation of fraction of type of q-�D phasing for MJO events, as observed by IASI ULB. If q

amplitude is smaller than 0.1 g/kg, an event is classified as dd-var. If the �D amplitude is smaller than 5‰, an event is

classified as q-var. If both q and �D amplitudes are below these thresholds, an event is classified as no-var.

Over the maritime continent at 120∘E, the mean of the events is less representative of the individual events

than over the Indian Ocean. The humidity peak varies across the events from 5 days before the center of the

event to 5 days after the center of the event, while the humidity anomaly is generally smaller than 1 g/kg

(with one event with a 1.5 g/kg anomaly). The �D phasing at 120∘E varies a lot from event to event as well.

Most events have decreasing �D from about 2 days before the center of the event following in a maximum

depletion between 5 and 10 days after the center of the event. But the anomaly varies a lot across the events.

Possible reasons for this variability across the events over the maritime continent are the strong diurnal cycle

in convection due to diurnal heating over land, which competes with the MJO for moisture and energy, inter-

ference of topographywith low-levelmoisture convergence, and a reduction of surface evaporation over land

[Zhang, 2005; Salby and Hendon, 1994;Wang and Li, 1994; Zhang, 1997;Maloney and Sobel, 2004].

Over the Indian Ocean, theMJO events q-�Dphasing is similar from event to event, while the events vary a lot

over the maritime continent. Moreover, over the Indian Ocean, q and �D vary on the MJO intraseasonal time

scale, while over the maritime continent, there is a lot more variability on the shorter synoptic time scales.

As mentioned at the start of this subsection, different q-�D phasings could cancel each other in the mean.

To assess this, Figure 10 shows the fraction of type of MJO q-�D phasing (one of clockwise, anticlockwise,

correlation, and anticorrelation) per longitude. For this Figure, for each longitude, all q-�D time series for the

grid cells between 10∘S and 10∘N were analyzed separately, so the total number of events is the number

of (LMDZ) grid cells between 10∘S and 10∘N (7) times the number of MJO events at that longitude (7 or 8,

depending on the longitude). Over the Indian Ocean, from 70∘E to 100∘E, over two thirds of the events are

either clockwiseor correlated. Between100∘E and120∘E, the fractionof correlatedevents decreases,while the

fraction of anticorrelated events increases to about 0.3. Eastward of 120∘E, most events are either clockwise

or anticorrelated.

3.5. Physical Interpretation of MJO Signal

This section presents a physical interpretation of the observed q-�D phasing. As shown in the previous

sections, the typicalMJO signal over the IndianOcean is clockwise,while someevents aremore anticorrelated.

Over the maritime continent, the events are generally more anticorrelated. We interpret the physical differ-

ences between clockwise and anticorrelated MJO event by analyzing the physical tendencies in the LMDZ

atmospheric model for MJO events with similar q-�D phasing. With the large-scale dynamics nudged, LMDZ

simulates a clockwise mean q-�D cycle as is observed in IASI; however, in LMDZ the drying and enrichment

seem to occur more simultaneous than in the measurements. The LMDZ humidity amplitude is about half of

that observed in IASI (Figure 4). In order to compare the physical processes of different types of MJO events,

we selected MJO events that have a similar q-�D cycle in both the model and data. However, LMDZ is a GCM

that does not simulate the MJO very well in free simulations, so the model may lack physical processes that

are essential to the MJO.
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Figure 11. Five-day running mean of LMDZ tendencies at 80∘E, 500 hPa for well-simulated clockwise and anticorrelated

events. Boundary layer tendencies are negligible at 500 hPa and not shown.

Figure 11 shows the mean LMDZ tendencies at 500 hPa during the different MJO phases of clockwise events

(February 2011 andOctober 2011, solid) and anticorrelated event (April 2011, dashed). In themidtroposphere

(500 hPa), changes in the q-�D state are determined (in the LMDZmodel) by convective, large-scale condensa-

tion, and advection tendencies. These tendencies are plotted in Figure 11, as well as the total tendency. Most

of the time, the individual convective, large-scale condensation, and advection tendencies almost cancel out,

resulting in a total tendency that is much smaller than the absolute value of its components.

From 20 to 10 days before the OLR minimum, there are small positive tendencies for both q and �D for both

types of MJO events. The convective and large-scale condensation tendencies are small, the small moisten-

ing and enriching tendencies are due to the large-scale advection. This advection is dominated by vertical

advection that brings water vapor from the boundary layer. The question of what moistens the boundary

layer remains. Themodel is likely to fail to represent themoistening by congestus. So vertical advection in the

model may represent a mixture of large-scale advection and cumulus congestus in nature.

During the 10 days before the OLR minimum, there is no large difference between the two types of MJO

events. The advection tendencies increase; and more humid and enriched air is advected. There is a strong

increase in large-scale condensation, which dries and depletes the atmosphere. These large-scale conden-

sation tendencies almost balance the humidity advection, resulting in a small net wetting. The large-scale

condensation depleting tendencies are larger than the large-scale dynamics enrichment, resulting in a net

depletion during this period. The fact that the net convective humidity tendency is small does not imply that

convection is not active. Detrainment may compensate for compensating subsidence drying, which are both
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parts of the convection scheme. So during the 10 days before the OLR minimum, the model represents an

atmosphere that is moistened by advection and moderately depleted by condensation in early MJO clouds.

In the 10 day period after the center of the event, there is a difference between the clockwise and anticorre-

latedMJOevents. In the clockwise events, there is anetdryingdue to stronglydrying large-scale condensation

and some convective drying, which cannot be balanced by advection. The �D tendencies are close to zero,

the strongly depleting large-scale condensation is compensated by and enrichment due to convection and

advection. In contrast, in the anticorrelated event the humidity tendencies are balanced. The large-scale con-

densation dries less than in the clockwise case and is balanced by moistening due to advection. However,

in the anticorrelated event, there is a strong net enrichment. The large-scale condensation depletes far less

than in the clockwise events, as the convective and advection enrichment is similar to the clockwise events,

there is net enrichment. As the large-scale condensation represents stratiformcloud types, themaindifference

betweenMJO events is the amount of stratiform clouds and precipitation 5–10 days after the OLRminimum.

During the period from 10 to 20 days after the center of the event, the convective and large-scale condensa-

tion tendencies decrease rapidly. The advection tendencies bring the q-�D state back to the initial state. These

advection tendencies are also much smaller than during the peak of the MJO activity.

The main difference between the clockwise and anticorrelated MJO events in the LMDZ model (at 500 hPa)

therefore seems to be the amount of large-scale condensation during the days after the OLR minimum. This

large-scale condensation in the model is dependent on a humidity threshold for condensation, based on an

assumed q distribution within the grid cell. Therefore, it may represent both stratiform or convective cloud

processes in nature, but it is probably more representative for the stratiform clouds than the convective

parameterization. This suggests that variability between the MJO events in the IASI q-�D observations might

be related to the stratiform clouds in the 10 days after the MJO event.

4. Discussion

We now compare the outcomes of this study with other MJO studies using stable water isotopes and reflect

on the use of these measurements for GCM evaluation.

Several previous studies havediagnosed theMJOusing stablewater isotopesmeasurements fromother satel-

lites, ground-based remote sensing, or in situ measurements. Berkelhammer et al. [2012] used data from the

TES satellite [Worden et al., 2006] (version 5) and found different q-�D phasing for a composite of MJO events

from 2005 to 2009. Interestingly, the TES data showed anticlockwise q-�D phasing at 600 hPa over the mar-

itime continent (90–120∘E), which differs from the anticorrelated IASI data at 500 hPa over the maritime

continent.

The TES satellite revisits the same location once every 2 weeks, while IASI has two measurements every day

for each location. This means that for TES, only MJO composites can bemade, while for IASI, the q-�D phasing

for individual events can be determined. Given the variability between MJO events over the maritime

continent, it is quite likely that the difference in the q-�D signal between TES and IASI is caused by different

sampling of theMJO events, the TES phasing could be caused by a small number of outlier events. This would

mean that difference in signal is probably not significant when taking into account the variability between

events (Figure 8) [Berkelhammer et al., 2012, Figure 7]. Alternatively, the difference in q-�D signal could

originate from the different altitudes at which the signal was taken, whichwas 600 hPa for Berkelhammer et al.

[2012] and 500 hPa for the current study or different data periods considered (2005–2009 for the TES data in

Berkelhammer et al. [2012], compared to 2006–2012 for the TES data in the current study).

Kurita et al. [2011] studied two MJO events during October to December 2006 using ship-based in situ mea-

surements and TES satellite �D data over the Indian Ocean. They found strong depletion during the peak of

the MJO events due to strong convection, with strongest depletion corresponding to a maximum in strati-

form rainfall a couple of days after the center of the event. This q-�D phasing and physical interpretation are

similar to the IASI data and LMDZ interpretation in this study.

Noone [2012] devised a theoretical framework to interpret q-�D signals and to identify the processes involved.

Using this framework, moistening in the tropics (Western Pacific) was found to be dominated by the reevap-

oration of falling raindrops, which is in line with importance of rain reevaporation hypothesized by Worden

et al. [2007]. Kurita et al. [2011] found a large difference in the humidity and �D profile between convective
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and stratiform precipitation and concluded that the �Dmeasurements are suitable to detect the ratio of con-

vective to stratiform precipitation. This is in line with the current study, as the main q-�D variability between

MJOevents is found in the ratio of stratiform large-scale and convective precipitation. As reevaporationoccurs

more during stratiform precipitation than during convective precipitation, this is also in line with the frame-

work of Noone [2012]. A caveat is that reevaporation occurs mostly at lower levels, but it could deplete the

lower atmosphere and be transported upward by convection and mesoscale circulations.

The interpretation of the MJO q-�D data is done using the nudged version of the LMDZ model. It is assumed

that the model simulates the MJO processes in nature well, given the actual wind fields. In the IASI data, dif-

ferent q-�D cycles are found for different geographical locations and for different MJO events. These different

cycles are also found in themodel, inwhich each kind of cycle is associatedwith a specific sequence of events.

When the q-�D phasing is clockwise, the large-scale condensation is maintained longer than when the q-�D

phasing is anticorrelated.

The analysis presented in this study shows that the q-�D cycles can be used to determine the sequence of

processes during the MJO and to assess whether the model is simulating this sequence correctly. In the cur-

rent version of the LMDZ model, the q-�D cycles are anticorrelated too often. This suggests that large-scale

condensation is not maintained long enough. Assuming that the large-scale condensation parameterization

should represent a higher proportion of stratiform to convective clouds than convection parameterization,

this suggests that LMDZ has difficulties simulating the stratiform clouds at the end of MJO events.

5. Conclusions

This research uses a satellite data set of midtropospheric joint measurements of a stable water isotope (�D)

and specific humidity (q), applied to the tropical MJO domain for 2010–2012, including eight MJO events. In

comparison with previous stable water isotope data sets [Berkelhammer et al., 2012], a different mean MJO

q-�Dphasing is found. The current data set has a higher temporal resolution, whichmakes it possible to study

individual MJO events.

The midtropospheric composite mean MJO q-�D signal has significant spatial variability. Over the Indian

Ocean,MJO events follow amore clockwise pattern (in q-�D space). First, about 15 days before the peak of the

MJO event, the atmosphere is moistened due to vertical advection. This causes only slight enrichment (larger

�D values). Then, during the 10 days before the MJO event, large-scale condensation causes depletion, while

humidity stays high. In the days after the center of the event, the air will remain depleted due to rain reevap-

oration from large-scale precipitation, while the air is drying. Finally, advection of dry enriched air will bring

the q-�D values back to initial values.

In contrast, over the maritime continent, MJO events have a more anticorrelated pattern. The difference with

the MJO sequence over the Indian Ocean is that during the days after the peak of the MJO event, there is

less large-scale precipitation, possibly related to the presence of islands and a larger diurnal cycle. This causes

the humidity to decrease and the �D to increase simultaneously between 5 and 15 days after the center of

the event.

The variability in the 500 hPa q-�D signal between the events is small over the Indian Ocean, many events

have a signal similar to the composite mean. However, there are some events that are more anticorrelated.

The main interevent variability occurs during the 10 days after the event (OLR minimum). This variability is

associated with different fractions of large scale to convective precipitation during that period.

Over the maritime continent, the interevent variability is much larger. There, there is much more variability

in the q-�D signal on the synoptic time scale. Convection is not concentrated during the active phase of the

MJO, as it is over the Indian Ocean. Thus, MJO q-�D signals are dominated by a signal on a shorter time scale.

The q-�D cycles simulated by models could serve as a basis to evaluate whether the convective parameter-

ization and large-scale condensation are taking their correct role in dissipating the atmospheric instability.

This could be used as a process-oriented diagnostic. For the LMDZmodel, the q-�D cycles found will be used

as a process-oriented diagnostic for comparison against sensitivity tests of parameters in the convective and

large-scale condensations schemes.
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